Direct measurements of forces between different charged colloidal particles and their prediction by the theory of Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek (DLVO).
Force measurements between three types of latex particles of diameters down to 1 μm with sulfate and carboxyl surface functionalities were carried out with the multi-particle colloidal probe technique. The experiments were performed in monovalent electrolyte up to concentrations of about 5 mM. The force profiles could be quantified with the theory of Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek (DLVO) by invoking non-retarded van der Waals forces and the Poisson-Boltzmann description of double layer forces within the constant regulation approximation. The forces measured in the symmetric systems were used to extract particle and surface properties, namely, the Hamaker constant, surface potentials, and regulation parameters. The regulation parameter is found to be independent of solution composition. With these values at hand, the DLVO theory is capable to accurately predict the measured forces in the asymmetric systems down to distances of 2-3 nm without adjustable parameters. This success indicates that DLVO theory is highly reliable to quantify interaction forces in such systems. However, charge regulation effects are found to be important, and they must be considered to obtain correct description of the forces. The use of the classical constant charge or constant potential boundary conditions may lead to erroneous results. To make reliable predictions of the force profiles, the surface potentials must be extracted from direct force measurements too. For highly charged surfaces, the commonly used electrophoresis techniques are found to yield incorrect estimates of this quantity.